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Section A
Answer any 8 (2 marks each)

L. What do you mean by environmental literacy?

2. Define urban ecology.

3. Define autecology.

4. ldentify the meaning and objectives of environmental education

5. Define waste repository.

6. What do you mean by ecological explanation?

7. Explain natural disaster.

8. Explain EPA.

9. What is navdanya?

10. What is Rio +20?

1,L. Explain Chipko movement.

12. What is CPCB? (2 x 8 = 16)

Section B

Answer any 7 (5 marks each)

13. ldentify the hindrances in environmental education in modern curriculum in Kerala

14. Explain the contributions of Chicago School to Environmental Sociology?

15. Briefly explain POET model of Duncan with daigram

L6. Describe the possible causes of global warming in modern world

L7. Suggest measures to safeguard the universe from ozone depletion

1-8. Point out the major consequences of wind storms

19. Describe the works of the major international agencies for environment protection

20. Briefly explain Rio conference and Stockholm conference

27. List out the major environment protection agencies in lndia and describe their efferts for
envi ron m enta I protection

22. What is the role of Silent Valley Movement among other environmental movements in Kerala ?

(5x7=35)



Section C

Answer any 2 (12 marks each)

23. Suggest measures to inculcate training in environmental education at school level

24. Critically evaluate the influence of Marxian perspective in Alan Schnaibergs political economy
interpretation

25. Suggest measures for safeguarding a community/population affected by earthquakes and wind
storms

26. Explain the functions of various governmental organisations in lndia for environmental
protetion

lL2 x2 = 241


